NOTES ON CHAPTER IV
 1.	John Bagnold (or Bagnall), a factor in the service of the
E.I.Co., was already known to Marshall, having sailed to India
with him in the Unicorn in 1668.   Bagnold was employed at
Hugli from 1669 until his death in 1672.   For a short notice of*
him see "Correspondence of Richard Edwards" in Notes and
Queries, 12 S. iii. 266 (April 1917).
 2.	Peon, Port, peao, an ' orderly' or messenger.   See Yule,
Hobson-Jobson, s.v. Peon, for the history of the word,

 3.	Satgaon (cor. Satganv), the Saptagrama of the Puraftas;
the Satigam of Lavafiha, the Caatgaam of Broucke, marked on
sixteenth and seventeenth century maps under various spellings.
It was thought by Ortelius and Cluverius to be the Kosamba of
Ptolemy and regarded by others as his Gange,   It was near
Triveni, the junction of the three rivers, Bhagirathi (" Ganges ")
Sarasvati and Jamuna, and was an important trade centre and
port on the river up to the middle of the sixteenth century.   The
Portuguese first established themselves at Satgaon in 1557-8.
Just about this time, however, the river (Sarasvati) commenced
to silt up, and by 1540 the harbour became difficult of access
for ships.   About forty years later a settlement was established
at Hugli by Tavares, who obtained a/arwft* for the purpose from
Akbar.   (See J. J. A. Campos, " Hist, of the Port, in Bengal/'
J.A.S.B., 1909, p. 245 f.)
 4.	Bigsee is not marked on any map.   It was near the Bogah
of R., B.A. xix.
 5.	Perhaps the Issapour of R., B.A. xix., i.e. the "haut"
(hat, market) of Echapore (Isapur).
 6.	The streams referred to are marked by Rennell on B.A. xix,
 7.	See Chapter II, note 34.
 8.	See Chapter II, note 36.
 9.	The " Gasiapour " and " Hagdea " of Broucke's map,
io. ? Shaikh Farid ka madrasa, the college or school of Shaikh
Farid,

